The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) is in trouble. Despite weathering storms of criticism over the years, the agency somehow always found a way to survive, largely because it filled a need that other countries and institutions did not want to fill themselves. But recent Israeli reports—namely, that certain personnel were deeply involved in Hamas’s October 7 attack on Israel;¹ that more than 450 employees are “military operatives” within Hamas and other terrorist organizations;² and that numerous UNRWA institutions were used as cover for Hamas arsenals, warehouses, military installations, and computer servers³—have triggered unprecedented anger and frustration toward UNRWA.
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Indeed, the potential for change is greater now than at any time since the Trump administration eliminated all U.S. support for UNRWA over the agency’s alleged refusal to institute reforms, funds that were restored by the Biden administration in 2021 on condition that certain reforms be implemented. And while current ire focuses on UNRWA operations in Gaza, decisions taken to correct deep-seated problems there will have profound implications for the agency’s operations elsewhere—in the West Bank, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon.

What follows, then, is a list of problems facing UNRWA and recommendations for reforms:

**PROBLEM**

**Terrorists and terrorist supporters on UNRWA’s staff.**

For decades, UNRWA has declined to make meaningful reforms with regard to prohibiting the employment of or provision of services to members and supporters of terrorist organizations. Specifically, UNRWA has consistently refused to vet its employees against the U.S. list of terrorists—the so-called OFAC list (referring to the Office of Foreign Assets Control). Twenty years ago, UNRWA’s commissioner-general admitted, “I am sure that there are Hamas members on the UNRWA payroll and I don’t see that as a crime.” That view apparently remains unchanged even after the October 7 massacre, with the senior UN official for humanitarian affairs declaring, “Hamas is not a terrorist group. For us, of course, as you know, it’s a political movement.” The reported involvement of UNRWA personnel in the October 7 events, the reportedly large numbers of personnel associated at various levels with terrorist groups, and UNRWA’s seeming deference to Hamas have exposed the woeful inadequacy of the agency’s area-staff vetting procedures. UNRWA says it welcomes incriminating information about its staff and will take measures against those identified as having clear terrorist connections—the “few bad apples.” Yet UNRWA still seems unwilling to take any proactive measures to vet staff or even to sever its connection with Hamas members or supporters who may not have been direct participants in terrorist acts.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Donor nations should demand—on threat of suspension of financial support (or its elimination, in the event of persistent noncompliance)—that UNRWA immediately implement a system to vet all current area staff and all new hires using information from all donor and host nations, including the Israeli government.

All staff found to be members, affiliates, or supporters of terrorist groups should be dismissed and not be considered for any UN-related employment for a period not less than five years. Even then, UNRWA should not consider rehiring unless there is convincing evidence, including a public renunciation of membership in a terrorist organization and support for terrorism, that the former staff member has fully separated from all terrorist associations. UNRWA should implement a similar staff vetting process for all organizations, companies, and institutions that contract with it or serve as partners in the delivery of services to UNRWA or its beneficiaries.
OPTIONS FOR UNRWA: FROM SYSTEMIC REFORM TO DISSOLUTION

PROBLEM
Terrorists receiving UNRWA benefits.

A separate and more complicated problem is that UNRWA should not provide benefits—e.g., healthcare, shelter—to terrorists, their supporters, or their immediate families even if they meet the UNRWA definition of a “Palestine refugee.” Vetting recipients of UNRWA benefits requires a massive initiative, but it is essential to ensure that donor funds are not inadvertently assisting terrorists.

RECOMMENDATION
Donor countries should insist that UNRWA initiate a vetting process, using data from donors as well as the Israeli government, to ensure that terrorists, their supporters, and their immediate families do not receive UNRWA benefits.

In practice, this means that persons identified as terrorists or supporters of terrorist groups should be banned from receiving UNRWA benefits for a period not less than five years. UNRWA should not consider reinstating benefits unless there is convincing evidence, including a public renunciation of membership in a terrorist organization and support for terrorism, that the former beneficiary has fully separated from all terrorist associations.

PROBLEM
Recognizing as “refugees” millions of people who do not meet the international definition.

According to the UN Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (hereafter, UN Convention on Refugees), persons who are citizens of a state are not considered “refugees.”13 UNRWA applies a unique definition—different from every other refugee context globally—by applying refugee status based on patrilineal lineage to persons displaced from their homes in Palestine in the 1947–49 war, regardless of their current citizenship.14 The result is that UNRWA’s 5.9 million registered refugees include millions of beneficiaries who would not merit inclusion based on the universally recognized definition of refugees. This has multiple deleterious effects, from inflating UNRWA’s budget to perpetuating a refugee problem where it does not exist and denying legitimate refugees the focused attention and support they deserve.15

RECOMMENDATION
Donor countries should demand that continued financial aid to UNRWA be contingent on aligning the agency’s definition of “refugee” with the language in the UN Convention on Refugees.

Such a change would prompt the removal from UNRWA rolls of all citizens of a state as well as any person “recognized by the competent authorities of the country in which he has taken residence as having the rights and obligations which are attached to the possession of the nationality of that country.”16 The move would strike millions from UNRWA rolls and allow huge savings in the agency’s operations. Recognizing that this reform will impose new costs on countries that heretofore relied on UNRWA to provide health, education, and other services, donors should consider increasing direct bilateral aid to the affected countries to offset associated financial, institutional, and bureaucratic hardships. Such assistance could include additional sums to ease the transition of service provision from UNRWA to state authorities.
PROBLEM
Status-based distribution of UNRWA services.

In addition to providing benefits based on a uniquely broad definition of “refugee,” UNRWA furnishes many of its services without regard to recipients’ ability to pay. The agency did not always eschew such “means testing”: UNRWA was founded to provide assistance to those in need and only gradually became a provider to those not in need. The result is that donor funds are now, in many cases, subsidizing healthcare, education, and other expenses for large numbers of beneficiaries who could pay for these services directly. This has the effect of squeezing the money allotted for recipients who genuinely need UNRWA support. Addressing this issue would not be unprecedented. In 1982, donor pressure compelled the agency to halt food distribution to beneficiaries who were not in need.

RECOMMENDATION
Donor countries should use the power of the purse to compel UNRWA to adopt and implement a need-based distribution of agency services.

Those who can afford to pay for services should do so, with savings applied either to supplement the benefits of truly needy recipients or to reduce UNRWA’s overall budget.

PROBLEM
Political advocacy by UNRWA staff.

UNRWA claims to be a politically neutral organization, but its leadership—especially commissioners-general—make many political statements, often in opposition to the interests of donors. Such statements are objectionable in themselves for an aid agency, but they also violate UNRWA’s own rules for area staff, who are forbidden to “publicly support or represent, or publicly associate with any party, organisation, movement, conference, group or person which has as one of its or his/her functions or purposes to support, oppose, influence or determine the internal or external policy of any government or governments, or to discuss publicly such policies, or proposals or controversies related thereto.” The area staff rule should be applied to international staff as well—including the commissioners-general—and strictly enforced for everyone.

RECOMMENDATION
Donor nations should make continued funding contingent on strict enforcement of UNRWA’s existing rules banning political speech by staff.

This provision should include political speech by the agency’s commissioners-general.
### PROBLEM
Including anti-Semitic and other objectionable material in UNRWA textbooks and educational resources.

For decades, observers have alerted UNRWA to problems with its teaching materials—let alone what is actually taught in agency-run schools.\(^{21}\) The July 2021 “Framework for Cooperation” signed between the U.S. Department of State and UNRWA enabling the resumption of American funding was supposed to address these problems, but they were still apparent in UNRWA schools afterward.\(^{22}\) For instance, inflammatory materials remained in UNRWA textbooks in 2022, although UNRWA stated that it had instructed teachers to abandon those materials in favor of other, agency-produced content.\(^{23}\) UNRWA claims it must use national materials produced by governments of the states in which it operates, but it has never threatened to stop educating students if it cannot eliminate content inconsistent with UN principles. Thus UNRWA, by its own admission, continues to expose its students to anti-Semitic, anti-peace, jihadist, and other inflammatory or unbalanced material.

### RECOMMENDATION
Remove all expressions of anti-Semitism and other content incompatible with UN principles from educational materials employed in UNRWA schools—including from materials provided by the Palestinian Authority and other regional states.

This urgent task includes revising textbooks and educational curricula as necessary. Donor nations should insist that continued funding of UNRWA schools and their personnel is contingent on vetting all resources used by a team of independent experts led by a separate UN agency, such as the Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

---

**Taken together, these reforms would make UNRWA a smaller, more rational, and less political organization, all of which will likely improve its ability to deliver vital services to the people who deserve them.**\(^{24}\) Yet even the most robust reform process will not fix what ails UNRWA in Gaza if the territory remains under the influence of Hamas and other terrorist groups. If such groups do keep power, terrorists will retain the ability to intimidate UNRWA, even if all terrorist affiliates and supporters are removed from UNRWA’s ranks. For this reason, Israel’s success in achieving its principal war aim—dismantling Hamas’s military capacity and political governance—is essential for ending the group’s regime of fear imposed on the people of Gaza, and is a prerequisite for any serious effort at UNRWA reform there.
The Nuclear Option: Dissolution

The list of needed UNRWA reforms is long. Securing implementation will be a constant struggle against entrenched defenders of the status quo—including powerful voices inside the organization, among Arab states where UNRWA provides services, and within the broader UN system. That alliance has fought successfully against substantive reform for decades. While the moment appears ripe for the United States and other outraged donors to impose real change on a largely recalcitrant and unrepentant UNRWA, one should not underestimate the agency’s ability to wait out its critics and find a way to carry on as is.

This is why donor countries must act now to formulate an alternative path—the incremental dissolution of UNRWA by lopping off discrete tasks and entrusting other UN agencies and international NGOs with their implementation. This would provide an opportunity for real change by circumventing the UN General Assembly’s control of the agency’s mandate.

Specifically, for example, donor countries could take steps such as the following: divert funding for UNRWA’s food distribution and provision of emergency shelters to the World Food Programme; direct UNESCO or education-focused international NGOs to assume operational responsibility for UNRWA schools; and ask the World Health Organization or some of its twenty partner NGOs to manage UNRWA’s healthcare facilities. The mix of aid agencies delivering services could differ from country to country, based on local needs and preferences. Because these other specialized agencies and international NGOs would lack UNRWA’s decades of institutionalized opposition to reform, they are more likely to cooperate with donor-inspired requests for structural change.

In addition, a strong argument can be made for the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to assume responsibility in a country like Lebanon for noncitizen “Palestine refugees” who clearly have not been given “the rights and obligations which are attached to the possession of [Lebanese] nationality.” After all, UNHCR is entrusted by the UN to “assume the function of providing international protection... to refugees who fall within the scope of the present Statute [from which Palestine refugees under UNRWA are specifically excluded] and of seeking permanent solutions for the problem of refugees.”

A similar case can be made for those “Palestine refugees” in Syria and Jordan who are not citizens of those states or who are not “recognized by the competent authorities of [those states] in which [they have] taken residence as having the rights and obligations which are attached to the possession of the nationality of that country.”

One must recognize that UNHCR assumption of responsibility for this much smaller group of refugees would not be a panacea. UNRWA’s core mandate is protection; and UNHCR’s mandate includes repatriation—efforts to return refugees to the country of original residence—which would give the claims of these refugees to return to land in present-day Israel a strong advocate within the UN system. Therefore, even though UNHCR’s mandate also includes integration in host countries and resettlement in third countries, this solution could have its own problems, as beneficial as it would be to remove these refugees from UNRWA’s care.

Moreover, a clear alternative route exists for challenging the UNRWA role in Gaza and the West Bank. Israel and the United States may disagree on certain political outcomes, with Washington supporting an expanded role for a “revitalized” Palestinian Authority in Gaza and the current Israeli government advocating the empowerment of “local officials” with “administrative experience.” But both paths—the PA approach advocated by the United States and the “local officials” approach advocated by Israel—share the possibility of these alternative administrations eventually absorbing UNRWA’s responsibilities, in the process receiving...
so long as is necessary, the funding UNRWA currently expends to fulfill these tasks. Much has to happen before this is a practical option, but devising a plan now to eventually dismantle UNRWA in the West Bank and Gaza and give its responsibilities to a local Palestinian administration would be a sobering prospect for UNRWA’s staunchest defenders.

In summary, articulating a plan for the incremental dissolution of UNRWA—death by a thousand cuts, as it were—should the agency and its allies prove resistant to change would be a powerful tool to advance the cause of systemic reform. And if reform is still blocked, dissolution could then become the default option. Whichever path donor countries take—reform or dissolution—the result will be a dramatic improvement over the bloated, politicized, anti-Semitic, reportedly terrorist-infiltrated UNRWA of today. There are two prerequisites to achieving this objective—the dismantling of Hamas rule in Gaza, which will end its regime of fear imposed on the local population, and the persistence, determination, and spine of donors, led by the United States.
NOTES
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For details of UNHCR’s mandate, see https://www.unhcr.org/what-we-do.
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